Background
==========

Calmodulin (CaM) is a multisite and multifunctional protein that contains four EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites \[[@B1]\], and is involved in a wide variety of cellular functions \[[@B2]\]. For example, it regulates the concentration of intracellular cAMP concentration in a very complex manner by regulating activities of cAMP producing adenylate cyclases (AC) and cAMP hydrolysing enzyme phosphodiesterase (PDE). CaM also regulates a large number of kinases and phosphatases as well as other enzymes with opposing cellular effects. Despite a large number of experimental studies \[[@B3]-[@B15]\], the detailed mechanisms underlying CaM-dependent intracellular regulation of such a large variety of target proteins are still not fully understood.

Previous investigations of CaM structures in complexes with target protein peptides have led to the view that the specificity in CaM-dependent target activation arises from the diversity of interaction interfaces between CaM and its target proteins \[[@B16],[@B17]\]. There are two globular domains in CaM, each containing a pair of helix-loop-helix Ca^2+^-binding motifs called EF-hands (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Ca^2+^binding alters CaM conformation (compare the structure of Ca^2+^-free CaM \[[@B18]\] in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} with that of fully Ca^2+^bound CaM \[[@B19]\] in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and changes its affinity to target proteins. The four helix-loop-helix EF-hand Ca^2+^-binding sites (shown in different colours in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are also capable of binding intracellular calcium\'s physiologically inactive competitor Mg^2+^(Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B20],[@B21]\]. The best known canonical binding mode of CaM interaction with a target is the \"wrap-around\" in which both *N*- and *C*-terminal domains of CaM bind to the same target protein region. This interaction is exemplified by a CaM structure in complex with the protein kinase kinase peptide \[[@B22]\] shown in Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. A variation of the wrap-around CaM binding interaction has been shown to occur with the brain specific PKC substrate CAP-23/NAP-22 \[[@B23]\]. Examples of the so-called \"extended\" mode of interaction include anthrax exotoxin, Edema Factor \[[@B6]\] and Ca^2+^Pump \[[@B5]\]. The extended mode of interaction is proposed to occur in target binding to apo-CaM via the IQ motif \[[@B24]\] (also reviewed in \[[@B25]\]). CaM-induced target dimerization has been reported as having another distinctly different binding mode. The dimerization of Ca^2+^-dependent K^+^channels is achieved by adopting the extended conformation of the EF-hand domains of CaM protein \[[@B26],[@B27]\]. Two other reported examples of CaM target proteins dimerizing upon interaction are the glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) \[[@B28]\] and transcription factor SEF2-1/E2-2 \[[@B29],[@B30]\].

![**The analysis of the CaM structures in apo and Ca^2+^bound conformations as well as in complex with the target PKII molecule**. The apo (1DMO \[18\]) (A) and Ca^2+^bound (1CLL \[19\]) (B) structures of the CaM protein illustrate Ca^2+^induced conformational transitions. (C) The backbone representation of the calcium bound form (1CLL \[19\]) highlights the pairwise proximity of the (red and blue, violet and brown) Ca^2+^binding EF hand domains and at the same time raises doubts about overall cooperativity between binding sites. (D) Structure of the Ca^2+^loop on the N-terminal of the CaM protein (1CLL \[19\]). The dotted line shows the interaction between oxygen atoms on the sidechains of Asp20, Asp22, Asp24, Thr26, Glu31 residues and Ca^2+^or Mg^2+^ions. (E) The ribbon diagram of the Ca^2+^-CaM in complex with the target peptide of the protein kinase kinase (1CKK \[22\]).](1752-0509-2-48-1){#F1}

Recent experimental studies have attempted to elucidate the mechanisms underlying Ca^2+^/CaM-dependent target regulation by measuring the kinetics and steady-state levels of CaM-target binding \[[@B3],[@B11],[@B31]-[@B33]\] as well as by analysing the mechanisms of Ca^2+^-CaM interactions \[[@B9],[@B12],[@B34]-[@B37]\]. Ca^2+^ion binding to EF-hand sites was shown to lead to CaM conformational alterations \[[@B1],[@B38]-[@B41]\]. In the modified conformational state, CaM is likely to alter its affinity to different targets by increasing and decreasing its affinity to certain proteins. Ca^2+^ion binding to CaM is also argued to positively modulate the affinity of other Ca^2+^binding sites of the molecule. There is still, however, an ongoing debate about the existence, the mechanisms and the degree of cooperativity in Ca^2+^-CaM interactions. In some studies, Ca^2+^binding to CaM has been reported to be independent \[[@B15],[@B37]\]. On the other hand, other studies have reported cooperative interactions between the neighbouring EF-hand binding sites \[[@B12],[@B35]\] or cooperativity linking all sites of the CaM molecule \[[@B9]\].

A number of previous studies have attempted to use mathematical modelling to obtain a quantitative understanding of the mechanisms involved in Ca^2+^-CaM interactions. Different mathematical models, including the well known Hill \[[@B42]\], Adair \[[@B43]\] and Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) \[[@B44]\] models, have been used in the literature to describe the cooperativity of ligand binding to a multisite protein. The Hill equation is frequently used to qualitatively measure the degree of cooperativity in multisite binding. It describes the simultaneous binding of *n*ligand molecules to a protein where the parameter *n*can be interpreted as the number of bound molecules. The Adair model represents ligand-protein interactions in terms of successive binding steps. The MWC model is based on two conformations that are in equilibrium and have different affinities for a ligand. To date, the Hill and Adair models have been most frequently used to investigate Ca^2+^binding to CaM \[[@B4],[@B9]-[@B12],[@B14],[@B33],[@B45]\]. While these studies have provided much useful information, the use of the classical models mentioned above also introduces some limitations in the analysis -- see \[[@B46]\] for a full discussion of this issue. In particular, the detailed analysis of ligand-protein interactions which are unique to CaM requires the development of a model that captures multiple functionally important intermediate conformations of the protein. A steady-state solution to the cooperativity problem for Ca2+ binding has been analysed in \[[@B47]\]. In this paper, we develop a new model, based on the assumption that the specificity in CaM target regulation arises from the Ca^2+^-CaM complex specific target interactions with variable numbers of bound Ca^2+^ions. In this approach, Ca^2+^binding to each EF-hand sites causes conformational transitions in the CaM molecule leading to a model that has multiple conformational states in complex with variable numbers of Ca^2+^ions. In the proposed model, CaM may regulate its targets with one, two or three Ca^2+^ions as well as in the apo- or fully bound states. In particular, we address the Ca^2+^-CaM interaction in significant detail, although we do not incorporate detailed Ca^2+^-CaM species interactions with target proteins. This approach is in agreement with recent experimental evidence that the concentration-dependent profiles for several Ca^2+^-CaM-dependent protein targets exhibit quite a diverse range of behaviour. PMCA and PDE protein concentrations in the active state, for example, reveal \"Hill-shape\"-like curves, whereas the ACII isoform is inhibited by increasing Ca^2+^concentration. The ACVI isoform exhibits inhibition with an interesting plateau feature on the Ca^2+^-dependent profile. Yet ACI isoforms have bell-shaped concentration-dependent profiles \[[@B48]\]. It has also been shown that CaMPKII \[[@B49]\] as well as the K^+^channel from Paramecium \[[@B50]\] are activated by CaM with two bound Ca^2+^ions.

The structural systems biology approach, \[[@B51]\], employed in this paper provides new insights into the Ca^2+^-CaM-target binding dose-response curves which have been derived experimentally, and allows us to advance testable hypotheses about the nature of cooperative mechanisms unique to calcium-CaM interactions. The resulting analysis further bridges the gap between our understanding of CaM structural properties and intracellular Ca^2+^-CaM-dependent target regulation.

Results
=======

Multisite binding of cooperatively linked binding centres
---------------------------------------------------------

Perhaps one of the most intriguing questions about the intracellular function of CaM is the mechanism and consequences of EF-hand Ca^2+^binding site influences leading to cooperative effects. The structure of the CaM molecule (Figure [1A,B,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) has a \"dumbbell\" shape with two globular domains, each containing two EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites located in the vicinity of each other. These neighboring sites are very likely to structurally influence each other upon Ca^2+^binding to one of them. On the other hand, there does not seem to be a direct mechanism to \"transfer\" the structural alterations between the *N*- and *C*-terminal binding sites upon ion binding. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites on CaM are subject to pairwise influence. In order to explore how cooperative mechanisms and CaM-target protein interactions influence Ca^2+^binding to CaM, we developed three models with increasing levels of complexity (**Models 1, 2**and **3**in Materials and Methods) that are illustrated schematically in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. **Model 1**disregards the cooperativity between the Ca^2+^binding sites (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). **Model 2**is an intermediate model which extends the previous representation by introducing the cooperative dependence of one site on another in each domain. A comparison of the concentration profiles generated by **Model 1**and **Model 2**clearly reveals the impact of cooperativity on Ca^2+^binding to CaM. However, **Model 2**is still incomplete as it does not capture the reverse or symmetrical cooperative dependence, when one Ca^2+^binding site cooperatively influences another, and another site can in the same way influence the first site, within both terminals. To address this issue, a third model, **Model 3,**is developed to incorporate described cooperative influence of EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**The kinetic scheme for the non-cooperative model**. **Model 1:**This simplified model is based on the assumption that all Ca^2+^molecules are independent of each other and of interactions with a target protein. The relative simplicity of the model allows a straightforward description of CaM-dependent target protein regulation and lays the groundwork for a more complete understanding of cooperative- and target interaction-dependent effects.](1752-0509-2-48-2){#F2}

![**The kinetic scheme for the intermediate cooperative model**. **Model 2**: This intermediate model extends **Model 1**to include the effects of Ca^2+^-binding cooperativity. In this model, the first Ca^2+^occupied site is assumed to influence and increase the affinity of the second site. The second site, in turn, increases the affinity of the third Ca^2+^binding site. The process continues until a CaM molecule is fully bound. This level of modelling allows a qualitative comparison of the concentration profiles for apo-, intermediate- and fully bound Ca^2+^-CaM species with and without cooperative binding as shown on Figure 5.](1752-0509-2-48-3){#F3}

![**The kinetic scheme for the full cooperative model**. **Model 3**: This model provides the most realistic description of the Ca^2+^-CaM-target protein complex assembly. The model assumes that both the *N*- and *C*-terminal contain two cooperatively bound EF-hand Ca^2+^-binding pairs. These sites cooperatively influence each other only and do not have any effect on Ca^2+^binding on the other terminal. This cooperative interaction is symmetrical, in the sense that any unoccupied site in the terminal increases the affinity of its neighbour in the same way that it would be influenced by its neighbour if its neighbour bound a Ca^2+^ion first. Both the \"original\" and cooperatively influenced dissociation constants are dependent on whether or not CaM is bound to a target protein.](1752-0509-2-48-4){#F4}

![**The effects of cooperative Ca^2+^binding to intermediate conformations of CaM**. (A) The log-log graph reveals that cooperativity slightly shifts the positions of the maximum values of the intermediate conformations. The differences in the amount of bound ligand allow quantification of the degree of cooperativity. (B) The total amount of ligand bound to CaM in the presence (1) and absence (2) of cooperative binding. The line (3) shows the difference in the level of bound ligand between the two types of binding mechanisms.](1752-0509-2-48-5){#F5}

In order to investigate the dependence of one Ca^2+^binding site on another in both the *N*- and *C*-terminal domains, we assumed the alteration of a dissociation constant when a neighboring site is occupied as illustrated schematically in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (compare the **Model 1**and **Model 2**descriptions in the Materials and Methods section). This approximation allows the derivation of a model that has an analytical solution in the form of conditional probabilities (Equation 12). It provides a quantitative comparison of the concentration of Ca^2+^bound to CaM in the presence and absence of Ca^2+^binding site cooperative interactions (Equations 13--14). Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the model predictions in the case where CaM is assumed to have two pairs of independent EF-hand globular domains. Within these domains, one Ca^2+^binding site influences the other. In the *N*-terminal domain, the affinity of the second site depends on the state of the first and changes from *K*~2~= 0.9 to $K_{2}^{coop}$ = 0.2 (*μM l*^-1^) when a Ca^2+^ion occupies the first centre. In the *C*-terminal, the affinity of the fourth site depends on the state of the third and changes from *K*~4~= 0.8 to $K_{4}^{coop}$ = 0.1 (*μM l*^-1^) when a Ca^2+^ion occupies the third centre. The model (**Model 2**in Materials and Methods) predicts that such changes will mainly influence the \"amplitudes\" of the intermediate conformations of the concentration-dependent profiles while leaving the ligand concentrations that produce their maximum values largely unchanged. Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the difference in the total amount of bound ligand with and without the type of cooperativity described above. Since the amount of bound Ca^2+^is frequently measured in Ca^2+^-CaM or other ligand-multisite protein interaction experiments, these results allow a direct quantitative comparison to be made of the binding reactions with and without the presence of cooperative binding.

*N*- and *C*-terminal domains reveal unique cooperative properties
------------------------------------------------------------------

A more realistic description for EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites would involve the incorporation of the influence of both Ca^2+^binding sites on each other within the CaM globular domains as schematically illustrated on Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (**Model 3**in Materials and Methods). The resulting system of differential equations describing the Ca^2+^-CaM interactions is given by (Equation 15) in Materials and Methods. The model based on these assumptions leads to some interesting predictions regarding Ca^2+^-dependent CaM interactions with various CaM target protein peptides \[[@B33],[@B49]\] and reveals a complex story of specificity in CaM regulation. While it is well established that Ca^2+^ions are required to modulate the CaM-target protein interactions, the mechanism of Ca^2+^-induced CaM conformational transitions that allow selective interactions with a particular target protein is still unclear. The presented model for Ca^2+^binding to CaM provides new insights into how the cooperative interactions between EF-hand binding sites contribute to the mechanism of selective target regulation by CaM, as described below.

To analyse the pairwise cooperativity between the EF-hand binding sites of the *N*- and *C*- terminals of CaM, our model has been applied to the experiments on Ca^2+^binding to tryptic fragments of CaM. Here, the conditional probabilities for EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites to be free or occupied corresponding to detailed pairwise cooperative mechanisms in the *N*- and *C*-terminal domain of CaM are used. Two dissociation constants are introduced for the EF-hand binding sites, *K*~1~and *Kc*~1~. The dissociation constant for the binding centres changes from *K*~1~to *Kc*~1~when a neighbouring Ca^2+^binding loop becomes occupied by a Ca^2+^ion in either the *N*- or *C*- terminal domain of the CaM molecule. The comparison of the model predictions with the experimental results (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) reveals that the Ca^2+^binding sites of both *N*- (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and *C*- terminals (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) have similar dissociation constants *K*~1~. However, the *C*- terminal exhibited much higher affinity for a cooperatively influenced binding site (for a Ca^2+^binding site when the neighbouring site is occupied). Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the amount of Ca^2+^bound to full length CaM while Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding the Scatchard plot. The dissociation constants shown are the pre- and post-occupied *K*~1~and *K*~2~dissociation constants for the Ca^2+^binding sites in *N*- and *C*-terminal domains. It, therefore, appears possible that the *N*- and *C*- terminals of CaM can be distinguished based on the unique sets of cooperativity-dependent dissociation constants rather than by the absolute dissociation constants. It is important to notice that this analysis concentrated on differences in the Ca^2+^-CaM dissociation constants and did not consider the differences in dissociation constants between intermediate Ca^2+^-CaM complexes and target proteins. The incorporation of this additional important parameter would serve to further improve the description of the Ca^2+^-CaM-dependent regulation.

![**Analysis of cooperativity in Ca^2+^binding to CaM fragments and full CaM molecules**. Ca^2+^binding to scallop testis CaM *N*- and *C*-terminal domains (A) as well as full length CaM (D) was measured by flow dialysis in \[12\]. The Scatchard plots for *N*-terminal (B), *C*-terminal (C) domains, and full length CaM (E) suggest that Ca^2+^binding sites are cooperatively bound in pairs within the *N*- and *C*- terminal globular domains. r is the number of mol of bound Ca^2+^per mol of CaM \[12\]. *K*~1~and *Kc*~1~are the dissociation and cooperative dissociation constants for the *N*-terminal, while *K*~2~and *Kc*~2~are the dissociation and cooperative dissociation constants for the C-terminal of scallop testis CaM.](1752-0509-2-48-6){#F6}

Calmodulin-target interactions reveal target-specific cooperativity in Ca^2+^binding
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A critical aspect of Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex formation is the order of the assembly and the alterations of macroscopic dissociation constants for Ca^2+^at individual sites, depending on whether CaM is bound to the target protein. The current model has been applied to the dose-response curves for Ca^2+^-CaM-target peptide complexes in an attempt to distinguish the following details: i) the sets of cooperative dissociation constants for the *N*- and *C*-terminal domains of CaM, ii) the sequence of Ca^2+^-CaM-target (Ca^2+^-CaM + target or CaM-target + Ca^2+^) complex assembly, iii) the contribution of Ca^2+^unsaturated CaM conformation species. To obtain insights into these questions, the model predictions for the dose-response curves of these peptides were compared with the experimentally established Ca^2+^concentration-dependent profiles from \[[@B33]\] and \[[@B49]\]. While fitting the model predictions to the experimental data from \[[@B33]\] we assumed that CaM may bind target proteins with different numbers of bound Ca^2+^ions or even in the Ca^2+^free state. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the Ca^2+^-dependent profiles of Ca^2+^-CaM and Ca^2+^-CaM in complex with peptides derived from phosphorylase kinase (PhK5), erythrocyte Ca^2+^-ATPase and skeletal myosin light chain kinase (skMLCK) (A), Ca^2+^-CaM bound to half length peptides sk-C10 and sk-N11 of skMLCK (B), Ca^2+^-CaM bound to half length peptides N17 and N18 of CaATPase (C), and CaMKII and CaMPII-cbp peptide (D). The model predictions in comparison with the experimental data suggest that it is possible that all conformations may have their own *K*~1~and *K*~2~dissociation constants. The target proteins may interact with a specific Ca^2+^-CaM complex or with a combination of CaM conformations with a unique number of Ca^2+^ions. It also appears plausible that Ca^2+^binding sites on CaM have different affinities for Ca^2+^ions, depending on whether CaM-target or Ca^2+^-CaM binding occurs first, in addition to pairwise cooperativity between Ca^2+^binding sites.

![**Ca^2+^-dependent interaction of CaM with target protein peptides**. The data from \[33\] shows Ca^2+^binding to CaM in the presence of peptides derived from phosphorylase kinase (PhK5), erythrocyte Ca^2+^CaATPase, skeletal Myosin Light Chain Kinase (skMLCK) (A). (B) and (C) show the Ca^2+^binding to CaM in the presence of parts of skMLCK and CaATPase peptides, respectively \[33\]. Interaction data for Ca^2+^-CaM complexes in the presence and absence of protein kinase II (CaMPKII) reveal parameters of complex formation reaction \[49\]. The solid line in each case shows the model prediction for Ca^2+^-CaM binding. *K*~1~is macroscopic Ca^2+^dissociation constant, *Kc*~1~is the cooperatively affected dissociation constants. Arrows indicate the number of Ca^2+^ions bound to CaM required to create a complex with a target molecule peptide.](1752-0509-2-48-7){#F7}

The results of the present study, when combined with previous experimental data from the literature, suggest that CaM interacts with phosphorylase kinase, CaATPase and skMLCK in the apo state, but activates these proteins only when Ca^2+^ions bind to a CaM-target protein complex. CaMKII kinase, on the other hand, binds to the Ca^2+^-CaM complex rather than apo-CaM. Each kinase has a unique combination of *K*~1~and *K*~2~dissociation constants. The half length peptides of CaATPase and skMLCK appear to have an even more complex mechanism of binding. As mentioned earlier, each Ca^2+^-CaM complex (with variable numbers of Ca^2+^ions bound) may have a unique set of *K*~1~and *K*~2~constants for a target protein or peptide. For simplicity, all possible CaM species were divided into two groups: i) those with less than 3 Ca^2+^ions bound and ii) those with three and four Ca^2+^ions bound to CaM. A comparison of the model predictions with the Ca^2+^-CaM-parts of skMLCK and CaATPase peptide binding data (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that both the *K*~1~and the cooperatively influenced *K*~2~dissociation constants are different when peptides are bound to CaM species with less than 3 Ca^2+^ions or to CaM species with 3 or 4 ions. The conclusion from this observation is that the specificity in Ca^2+^-CaM-dependent regulation arises from a combination of the target specific affinity between Ca^2+^and CaM, target specific cooperative constants, the order of the Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly, as well as the number of Ca^2+^ions bound to CaM. All these factors contribute to the mechanism of selective Ca^2+^-CaM dependent regulation in addition to the diversity of CaM-target interfaces \[[@B39]\].

pH dependence of cooperative Ca^2+^binding to CaM
-------------------------------------------------

Ca^2+^binding to CaM has been reported to be dependent on the acidity of the solution \[[@B9]\]. The detailed CaM model comprising symmetrical pairwise influence of Ca^2+^binding sites in *N*- and *C*- terminal domains has been employed to investigate the impact of pH on the cooperative Ca^2+^binding. It is established that the macroscopic dissociation constants at the *N*- and *C*- terminal differ by an order of magnitude. The two EF-hand globular domains of CaM appear to play separate roles in intracellular signalling by selectively modulating various effectors \[[@B4],[@B49]\]. The model predictions in comparison with the experimental data for Ca^2+^binding to CaM published in \[[@B9]\] reveal that protonation decreases Ca^2+^affinity to CaM. This result exemplifies the advantages of the proposed detailed Ca^2+^binding model to CaM over the Hill and Adair equations in allowing enhanced interpretation of the same experimental dose-response curves. Interestingly, in this case it suggests the complete elimination of cooperativity between Ca^2+^binding sites (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) in both *N*- and *C*- terminals under increased pH conditions. Finally, Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} compares the dissociation constants derived in those studies cited above where the experimental results were fitted by the Hill and Adair equations, with those produced by the proposed model. The significant differences in the values of the resulting dissociation constants reflect the different assumptions made about the mechanism of Ca^2+^-CaM interactions, and highlight the importance of developing detailed mathematical models which specifically reflect the structure of the molecular interactions being considered.

###### 

Ca^2+^-CaM dissociation constants derived by the different mathematical models.

  Proteins        Hill                               Adair                                                    present model                                              Reference
  --------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -----------
  PhK5            *K*~*D*1~= 0.24, *K*~*D*2~= 13                                                              *K*~1~= 1, *Kc*~1~= 1, *K*~2~= 1, *Kc*~2~= 1               \[33\]
  skMLCK          *K*~*D*1~= 0.02, *K*~*D*2~= 0.08                                                            *K*~1~= 0.04, *Kc*~1~= 0.02, *K*~2~= 0.04, *Kc*~2~= 0.02   
  sk-N11          *K*~*D*1~= 0.26, *K*~*D*2~= 6                                                               *K*~1~= 1.2, *K*~2~= 0.5 *K*~1~= 5, *K*~2~= 1              
  sk-C10          *K*~*D*1~= 3.4, *K*~*D*2~= 4                                                                *K*~1~= 0.06, *Kc*~1~= 0.02, *K*~2~= 0.06, *Kc*~2~= 0.02   
  CaATPase        *K*~*D*1~= 0.09, *K*~*D*2~= 0.2                                                             *K*~1~= 0.15, *Kc*~1~= 0.05, *K*~2~= 0.15, *Kc*~2~= 0.05   
  ATPase-N18      *K*~*D*1~= 0.12, *K*~*D*2~= 3.9                                                             *K*~1~= 2, *Kc*~1~= 1, *K*~2~= 2, *Kc*~2~= 1               
  ATPase-C17      *K*~*D*1~= 0.66, *K*~*D*2~= 2.4                                                             *K*~1~= 0.4, *Kc*~1~= 0.2 *K*~2~= 2, *Kc*~2~= 1            
  CaMKII-cbp                                                                                                  *K*~1~= 0.5, *Kc*~1~= 0.5, *K*~2~= 0.5, *Kc*~2~= 0.5       \[49\]
  CaMKII                                                                                                      *K*~1~= 5, *Kc*~1~= 5, *K*~2~= 5, *Kc*~2~= 5               
  CaM pH = 7.2                                       *K*~1~= 0.34, *K*~2~= 0.36, *K*~3~= 0.13, *K*~4~= 0.06   *K*~1~= 17, *Kc*~1~= 7, *K*~2~= 20, *Kc*~2~= 0.5           \[12\]
  F12                                                *K*~1~= 0.142, *K*~2~= 0.062                             *K*~1~= 17, *Kc*~1~= 7, *K*~2~= 17, *Kc*~2~= 7             
  F34                                                *K*~3~= 0.0543, *K*~4~= 1.82                             *K*~1~= 20, *Kc*~1~= 0.5, *K*~2~= 20, *Kc*~2~= 0.5         
  CaM pH = 6                                                                                                  *K*~1~= 10, *Kc*~1~= 5, *K*~2~= 10, *Kc*~2~= 5             \[9\]
  CaM pH = 10.1                                                                                               *K*~1~= 2, *Kc*~1~= 1.8, *K*~2~= 2, *Kc*~2~= 1.8           

*K*~1~is the dissociation constant for a Ca^2+^binding site in the *N*-terminal, *Kc*~1~is a cooperatively modified dissociation constant for a Ca^2+^binding site in the *N*-terminal when a neighbouring site is occupied, *K*~2~is a dissociation constant for a Ca^2+^binding site in the *C*-terminal, and *Kc*~2~is a cooperatively influenced dissociation constant for a Ca^2+^binding site in the *C*-terminal when a neighbouring site is occupied. All constants shown are in μM.

![**pH dependence of Ca^2+^binding to CaM**. Ca^2+^binding to CaM under different pH conditions measured by \[9\] can be explained in terms of altered dissociation and cooperative dissociation constants. The increase of pH raises affinity to Ca^2+^and eliminates cooperativity between Ca^2+^binding sites on CaM.](1752-0509-2-48-8){#F8}

Discussion
==========

In this paper a structural model of CaM interactions with and without cooperativity has been used to elucidate the mechanisms of Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly. The differences seen in dose-response curves for proteins activated by Ca^2+^-CaM pairs were explained in terms of cooperative interactions between the EF-hand pairs \[[@B38],[@B40],[@B41]\] in both CaM domains. This study predicts that the specific interaction interface between CaM and CaM-regulated proteins \[[@B8],[@B10],[@B39]\] is complemented by a number of additional factors influencing the Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly. By comparing our model predictions with experimentally measured dose-response curves from the literature, we propose that some proteins bind CaM without Ca^2+^ions and only become activated when Ca^2+^ions interact with the CaM-target complex, whereas others are activated by CaM molecules with already bound Ca^2+^ions. The Ca^2+^-CaM interaction properties are tuned by the target proteins and characterized not only by the macroscopic dissociation constant set for Ca^2+^sites, but also by the macroscopic cooperatively altered dissociation constants that are also unique to the CaM binding proteins. In other words, the order of Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly, the number of bound Ca^2+^ions, target specific Ca^2+^-CaM cooperative affinities, in addition to unique CaM-target interaction interfaces, all allow CaM to achieve its highly versatile intracellular multifunctionality. This proposition also explains the effects of pH on the considered dose-response curves by allowing for the modulation of the cooperatively effected dissociation constants. We would also like to point out that while we addressed the Ca^2+^-CaM interactions in great detail, the model could still be developed further by incorporating detailed dissociation constants between the intermediate Ca^2+^-CaM complexes and target proteins in a similar way to how it has been done for the Ca^2+^-CaM interactions.

Although the presented model predicts similar curves to the ones already used to approximate the experimental Ca^2+^-CaM-target dose-response data using the Hill and Adair models, it allows a far more detailed interpretation of the Ca^2+^-CaM dependent interactions involved. In particular, it distinguishes the structure-dependent properties of CaM molecules and suggests potential scenarios for Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly. Importantly, it reveals the CaM specific type of cooperativity involved in this process and helps to explain the contribution of cooperativity in the specificity of CaM-dependent regulation.

Conclusion
==========

We propose a number of conclusions from this study which, we believe, contribute to improving our understanding of intracellular CaM regulation and provide useful hypotheses for further experimental validation.

\(1\) Mathematical models for protein interactions are usually derived according to a number of assumptions which will inevitably be more or less applicable to each particular protein. The structure of CaM suggests that this molecule is very likely to have non-sequential Ca^2+^access to EF-hand binding sites. The results of our analysis support the theory of non-sequential cooperative access of Ca^2+^to CaM binding sites, and also allow the derivation of cooperatively effected dissociation constants, thus providing a more realistic tool for fitting experimental dose-response curves.

\(2\) Our model suggests that the structural data alone cannot provide the required level of information and comparisons with the dose-response data are required. Predictions from the mathematical model used in this study were compared with the dose-response curves for Ca^2+^binding to CaM and Ca^2+^-CaM-target peptides. This analysis allowed us to distinguish between (a) proteins that form a complex with CaM in its Ca^2+^free state and then interact with Ca^2+^ions and (b) other proteins which interact with Ca^2+^bound CaM with variable numbers of Ca^2+^ions. However, the transient kinetics has not been addressed in this study.

\(3\) In addition to the diversity of interaction interfaces, the specificity and selectivity of CaM target activation may be achieved by variations in the target-specific dissociation and cooperatively effected dissociation constants, the order of Ca^2+^-CaM-target complex assembly and the number of Ca^2+^ions required to bind CaM for target activation.

Methods
=======

A structural mathematical model for Ca^2+^-CaM activation
---------------------------------------------------------

Here, we present the mathematical equations used to describe Ca^2+^-CaM interactions in our study. To clarify how various factors contribute to the CaM-dependent regulation, we describe three models for CaM starting from a very basic approximation of completely independent Ca^2+^binding sites and gradually progressing to more realistic models that take account of cooperativity mechanisms and the Ca^2+^-CaM-target peptide complex assembly.

Model 1. CaM with independent Ca^2+^binding sites
-------------------------------------------------

In this model we assume that at very basic level of Ca^2+^-CaM interactions, Ca^2+^binding sites can be considered independent. We therefore derive the equations for the case of independent binding. We assume that CaM undergoes a conformational transition upon Ca^2+^binding and adopts a unique conformation according to the number of bound ions. We will denote CaM conformations by *cm*~*j*~, *j*= 0,1, \..., 4. *cm*~0~is a conformation with no bound ligand molecules and *cm*~1~is a conformation with one bound ligand molecule. The concentration of CaM conformation with a given number of bound ligand molecules as a function of ligand concentration is given by:

$$cm_{i}(u) = cm0 \cdot {\prod\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{p_{i}^{c_{i}}(u)}}.$$

where *cm*0 is the total concentration of CaM, *u*is normalised Ca^2+^concentration,$p_{i}^{0}(u)$ is the probability of binding site *i*not being occupied and $p_{i}^{1}(u)$ is the probability of binding site *i*being bound. *c*~*i*~equals 1 if a binding site is occupied and 0 if it is not. The probability of CaM being in a particular bound state is equal to the product of the probabilities of each individual binding site.

The probabilities for a binding site to be not occupied or occupied as a function of Ca^2+^concentration are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p^{0}(u) = \frac{K}{K + u},} \\
{p^{1}(u) = \frac{u}{K + u}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where the *K*and *u*are the microscopic equilibrium dissociation constant and the ligand concentration, respectively. Effectively these are Michaelis-Menten equations for a protein in a complex with and without a ligand molecule, but normalized by the total protein concentration.

The multiplication of probabilities from (2) for occupied sites gives an equation for a fully bound protein with *n*binding sites:

$$p(u) = \frac{u^{n}}{{(K + u)}^{n}},$$

where the *K*and *u*are the equilibrium dissociation constant and the ligand concentration, respectively.

Other well known models to describe Ca^2+^binding to CaM are the Hill \[[@B42]\] and the modified Adair \[[@B11],[@B52]\] equations:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{Hill}(u) = \frac{u^{n}}{K^{n} + u^{n}},} \\
{p_{Adair}(u) = \frac{u^{n}}{\sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{u^{i} \cdot K^{n - i}}},} \\
\end{array}$$

A complete mathematical description of the relationship between macroscopic constants derived from the Adair equation and the proposed model is provided in the Supplementary Materials Section (Additional File [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the most general case, the concentration of any multisite protein *L*~*i*~(*u*) with *n*ligand binding sites in a particular ligand-bound state is given by the multiplication of probabilities (2):

$$L_{i}(u) = L0 \cdot \frac{u^{i} \cdot {\prod\limits_{j = n - i}^{n}K_{j}}}{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}{(K_{j} + u)}}$$

where *L*0 is the total protein concentration and *L*~*i*~is the concentration of conformation *i*, *K*~*j*~are the equilibrium dissociation constants of each binding site, and *u*is the ligand concentration.

If a protein has identical binding sites, equation 5 simplifies to the following formula:

$$L_{i}(u) = L0 \cdot \frac{u^{i} \cdot K^{n - i}}{{(K + u)}^{n}},i = 0,1,...,n.$$

The conformations *L*~1~(*u*), \..., *L*~*n*-1~(*u*) of a multisite protein are all bell-shaped curves, the conformation *L*~0~(*u*) is the apo state of a multisite protein, whereas the *L*~*n*~(*u*) is the fully bound multisite protein. If equation (5) is divided by *L*0, then instead of predicting protein concentrations in specific ligand-bound conformations, it predicts the probability of a particular conformation to be in that state as a function of ligand concentration.

The formula predicting the concentration of CaM in complex with target protein *N*as a function of Ca^2+^concentration is given by:

$$cm_{i}N(cm_{i}(u)) = N0 \cdot \frac{cm_{i}(u)}{K_{d} + cm_{i}(u)},$$

where *cm*~*i*~(*u*) is substituted from equation 5, and *K*~d~is the dissociation constant for CaM-target interactions, *N*0 is the total concentration of target protein.

Model 2. Cooperative Ca^2+^-CaM interactions
--------------------------------------------

While the previous model provides predictions for the number of Ca^2+^-CaM complexes as a function of Ca^2+^concentration with a reasonable accuracy, it does not capture the effects of the cooperative influence of Ca^2+^binding sites. There are several possible ways to incorporate these cooperative mechanisms into the model. In order to derive a model that illustrates what contribution cooperativity makes to the distribution of concentration profiles of Ca^2+^-CaM complexes, we assume that in the *N*-terminal domain, the first centre is cooperatively bound to the second, and in the *C*-terminal, the third is cooperatively bound to the fourth. In this case, we will define the dissociation constants as *K*~1~, *K*~2~, $K_{2}^{coop}$, *K*~3~, *K*~4~, $K_{4}^{coop}$, where $K_{2}^{coop}$ and $K_{4}^{coop}$ are the cooperatively influenced dissociation constants for the second and fourth centres when the ligand is bound to the first and third binding sites, correspondingly.

The probabilities for the first binding site to be free $p_{1}^{0}$ or occupied $p_{1}^{1}$ are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{1}^{0} = \frac{K_{1}}{K_{1} + u},} \\
{p_{1}^{1} = \frac{u}{K_{1} + u}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where *K*~1~and *u*are the equilibrium dissociation constant for the first centre and the ligand concentration, respectively.

The probabilities for the second centre to be in a particular state are:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{2}^{00} = \frac{K_{1}}{K_{1} + u} \cdot \frac{K_{2}}{K_{2} + u},} \\
{p_{2}^{10} = \frac{u}{K_{1} + u} \cdot \frac{K_{2}^{coop}}{K_{2}^{coop} + u},} \\
{p_{2}^{01} = \frac{K_{1}}{K_{1} + u} \cdot \frac{u}{K_{2} + u},} \\
{p_{2}^{11} = \frac{u}{K_{1} + u} \cdot \frac{u}{K_{2}^{coop} + u}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where $p_{2}^{00}$ is the probability for both the first and the second centres to be free, $p_{2}^{01}$ is the probability for the first site to be free and the second to be occupied, $p_{2}^{10}$ is the probability for the first site to be bound and the second to be free, and $p_{2}^{11}$ is the probability for both sites to be ligand bound. *K*~2~and $K_{2}^{coop}$ are the dissociation and the cooperatively modified dissociation constants for the second Ca^2+^binding site.

The probabilities for the third centre are:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{3}^{0} = \frac{K_{3}}{K_{3} + u},} \\
{p_{3}^{1} = \frac{u}{K_{3} + u}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where *K*~3~is a dissociation of the third binding site.

The probabilities for the fourth site are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{4}^{00} = \frac{K_{3}}{K_{3} + u} \cdot \frac{K_{4}}{K_{4} + u},} \\
{p_{4}^{10} = \frac{u}{K_{3} + u} \cdot \frac{K_{4}^{coop}}{K_{4}^{coop} + u},} \\
{p_{4}^{01} = \frac{K_{3}}{K_{3} + u} \cdot \frac{u}{K_{4} + u},} \\
{p_{4}^{11} = \frac{u}{K_{3} + u} \cdot \frac{u}{K_{4}^{coop} + u}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where $p_{4}^{00}$ is the probability for both the third and the fourth centres to be free, $p_{4}^{01}$ is the probability for the third site to be free and the fourth to be occupied, $p_{3}^{10}$ is the probability for the third site to be bound and the fourth to be free, and $p_{4}^{11}$ is the probability for both sites to be ligand bound. *K*~4~and $K_{4}^{coop}$ are the dissociation and the cooperatively modified dissociation constants for the second Ca^2+^binding site.

The probabilities of *cm*~i~conformations to be in a particular conformation with i bound ligand molecules as a function of ligand concentration are:

$$cm_{i} = p_{2}^{k_{1},k_{2}} \cdot p_{4}^{k_{3},k_{4}},$$

where *k*~i~= 0, if the binding site *i*is not occupied and *k*~i~= 1 if the centre *i*is occupied by a ligand molecule.

The distribution of intermediate Ca^2+^-CaM complexes with 1, 2 and 3 Ca^2+^ions with and without cooperativity is shown in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

We next compare the amount of bound ligand in the presence and in the absence of the cooperative mechanism. In the absence of any cooperativity the multisite protein binds ligand molecules according to the equation:

$$Ls(u) = L0 \cdot {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{u}{K_{i} + u}}.$$

In the case of pairs of cooperatively interacting centres, the amount of bound ligand is given by:

$$Ls^{coop}(u) = L0 \cdot \left( {\frac{u^{2} \cdot (K_{2} - K_{2}^{coop})}{(K_{1} + u) \cdot (K_{2} + u) \cdot (K_{2}^{coop} + u)} + \frac{u^{2} \cdot (K_{4} - K_{4}^{coop})}{(K_{3} + u) \cdot (K_{4} + u) \cdot (K_{4}^{coop} + u)} + {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{u}{K_{i} + u}}} \right).$$

Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the total amount of ligand bound to CaM in the presence (1) and absence (2) of cooperative binding. The line (3) shows the difference in the level of bound ligand between the two types of binding mechanisms.

Model 3. The Ca^2+^-CaM-target protein complex assembly
-------------------------------------------------------

In the previous model we have assumed that the second binding site was cooperatively dependent on the first, but the first site was not dependent on the second. Similar assumptions were made for the *C*-terminal domain. A more precise description would also assume the first Ca^2+^binding site cooperatively depends on the second and the third Ca^2+^binding site depends on the fourth binding sites. For two Ca^2+^binding sites in the *N*-terminal domain, the more realistic case is described by the following system of differential equations:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{d}{dt}cm_{00} = - k_{1} \cdot cm_{00} \cdot u - k_{2} \cdot cm_{00} \cdot u + d_{1} \cdot cm_{10} + d_{2} \cdot cm_{01}} \\
{\frac{d}{dt}cm_{10} = k_{1} \cdot cm_{00} \cdot u - d_{1} \cdot cm_{10} - kc_{2} \cdot cm_{10} \cdot u + dc_{2} \cdot cm_{11}} \\
{\frac{d}{dt}cm_{01} = k_{2} \cdot cm_{00} \cdot u - d_{2} \cdot cm_{01} - kc_{1} \cdot cm_{01} \cdot u + dc_{1} \cdot cm_{11}} \\
{\frac{d}{dt}cm_{11} = - kc_{1} \cdot cm_{01} \cdot u - kc_{2} \cdot cm_{10} \cdot u + dc_{1} \cdot cm_{11} + dc_{2} \cdot cm_{11}} \\
\end{array},$$

where *cm*~00~, *cm*~01~, *cm*~10~, *cm*~11~are CaM molecules without Ca^2+^ions, with one Ca^2+^ion bound to the *N*-terminal domain, with one Ca^2+^ion bound to the *N*-terminal domain, and CaM species with two bound Ca^2+^ions at each terminal domain, respectively. *k*~1~and *k*~2~are the association constants and *kc*~1~and *kc*~2~are the cooperatively modified association constants for the *N*- terminal binding sites of CaM, respectively. Similarly, *d*~1~, *d*~2~, *dc*~1~, *dc*~2~are the dissociation and cooperatively modified dissociation constants for the *N*- and terminal binding sites, respectively. Note that a similar system of differential equations can be developed for the *C*-terminal.

The conservation law gives:

In steady-state, the matrix for the system (15) with the last equation substituted by (16) is given by:

$$N = \begin{pmatrix}
{- (k_{1} + k_{2}) \cdot u} & d_{1} & d_{2} & 0 \\
{k_{1} \cdot u} & {- d_{1} - kc_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {dc_{2}} \\
{k_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {- d_{2} - kc_{1} \cdot u} & {dc_{1}} \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

The matrix (17) can be solved using Cramer\'s method. The determinant of the matrix is given by:

$$Det_{N}(u) = u^{3} + K_{1} \cdot (2 \cdot Kc_{1} + 1) \cdot u^{2} + 3 \cdot K_{1} \cdot Kc_{1} \cdot u + K_{1}^{2} \cdot Kc_{1}$$

where $K_{1} = \frac{d_{1}}{k_{1}}$, $Kc_{1} = \frac{dc_{1}}{kc}$. *k*~1~= *k*~2~= *kc*~1~= *kc*~2~is a simplifying assumption that allows analytical solution of the current system.

The matrices for the individual species of the *N*-terminal domain are given by:

$$N_{00} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & d_{1} & d_{2} & 0 \\
0 & {- d_{1} - kc_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {dc_{2}} \\
0 & 0 & {- d_{2} - kc_{1} \cdot u} & {dc_{1}} \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

$$N_{01} = \begin{pmatrix}
{- u \cdot (k_{1} + k_{2})} & d_{1} & 0 & 0 \\
{k_{1} \cdot u} & {- d_{1} - kc_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {dc_{2}} \\
{k_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & 0 & {dc_{1}} \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

$$N_{10} = \begin{pmatrix}
{- u \cdot (k_{1} + k_{2})} & 0 & d_{2} & 0 \\
{k_{1} \cdot u} & 0 & 0 & {dc_{2}} \\
{k_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {- d_{2} - kc_{1} \cdot u} & {dc_{1}} \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

$$N_{11} = \begin{pmatrix}
{u \cdot (k_{1} + k_{2})} & d_{1} & d_{2} & 0 \\
{k_{1} \cdot u} & {- d_{1} - kc_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & 0 \\
{k_{2} \cdot u} & 0 & {- d_{2} - kc_{1} \cdot u} & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

where *N*~00~, *N*~01~, *N*~10~and *N*~11~correspond to the *N*-terminal domain without any Ca^2+^ions bound, with one Ca^2+^ion bound to one or another binding site and to the fully bound state, respectively.

The determinants of the matrices (19--22) are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{Det_{N_{00}}(u) = K_{1} \cdot Kc_{1} \cdot (K_{1} + u),} \\
{Det_{N_{01}}(u) = Kc_{1} \cdot u \cdot (K_{1} + u),} \\
{Det_{N_{10}}(u) = Kc_{1} \cdot u \cdot (K_{1} + u),} \\
{Det_{N_{11}}(u) = K_{1} \cdot u^{2} \cdot (1 + u).} \\
\end{array}$$

The probabilities for the *N*-terminal to be in a particular state with variable numbers of Ca^2+^ions are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{N_{00}}(u) = \frac{Det_{N_{00}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u)},} \\
{p_{N_{01}}(u) = \frac{Det_{N_{01}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u)},} \\
{p_{N_{10}}(u) = \frac{Det_{N_{10}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u)},} \\
{p_{N_{11}}(u) = \frac{Det_{N_{11}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u)}} \\
\end{array}$$

where $p_{N_{00}}(u)$ is the probability for the *N*-terminal to be in a Ca^2+^state, $p_{N_{01}}(u)$ and $p_{N_{10}}(u)$ describe the probabilities for a complex with one Ca^2+^ion, and $p_{N_{11}}(u)$ is the probability function for the *N*-terminal to be occupied by Ca^2+^.

In order to derive the steady-state dependence of the *C*-terminal state as a function of Ca^2+^concentration, a similar procedure can be applied. Similarly to (17) and (18), the determinant for the *C*-terminal is given by:

$$Det_{C}(u) = u^{3} + K_{2} \cdot (2 \cdot Kc_{2} + 1) \cdot u^{2} + 3 \cdot K_{2} \cdot Kc_{2} \cdot u + K_{2}^{2} \cdot Kc_{2}$$

Where $K_{2} = \frac{d_{2}}{k_{2}},Kc_{2} = \frac{dc_{2}}{kc_{2}},k_{2} = kc_{2}$

Similarly to (19--23), the solution for the *C*-terminal states is given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{Det_{C_{00}}(u) = K_{2} \cdot Kc_{2} \cdot (K_{2} + u),} \\
{Det_{C_{01}}(u) = Kc_{2} \cdot u \cdot (K_{2} + u),} \\
{Det_{C_{10}}(u) = Kc_{2} \cdot u \cdot (K_{2} + u),} \\
{Det_{C_{11}}(u) = K_{2} \cdot u^{2} \cdot (1 + u).} \\
\end{array}$$

The probabilities for the *C*-terminal to be in a particular state with variable number of Ca^2+^ions are given by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{p_{C_{00}}(u) = \frac{Det_{C_{00}}(u)}{Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{p_{C_{01}}(u) = \frac{Det_{C_{01}}(u)}{Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{p_{C_{10}}(u) = \frac{Det_{C_{10}}(u)}{Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{p_{C_{11}}(u) = \frac{Det_{C_{11}}(u)}{Det_{C}(u)}} \\
\end{array}$$

where $p_{N_{00}}(u)$ is the probability for the *N*-terminal to be in a Ca^2+^state, $p_{N_{01}}(u)$ and $p_{N_{10}}(u)$ describe the probabilities for a complex with one Ca^2+^ion, and $p_{N_{11}}(u)$ is the probability function for the *N*-terminal occupied by Ca^2+^.

The combination of (24) and (27) provides the solution for individual CaM species with variable numbers of Ca^2+^ions:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{CaM_{00}^{00} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{00}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{00}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{CaM_{00}^{01} = CaM_{00}^{10} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{01}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{00}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{CaM_{00}^{11} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{11}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{00}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{CaM_{01}^{00} = CaM_{10}^{00} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{00}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{01}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{CaM_{11}^{00} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{00}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{11}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)},} \\
{CaM_{11}^{11} = CaM0 \cdot \frac{Det_{N_{11}}(u) \cdot Det_{C_{11}}(u)}{Det_{N}(u) \cdot Det_{C}(u)}.} \\
\end{array}$$

where $CaM_{00}^{00}$ are CaM species in apo state, $CaM_{11}^{11}$ is fully bound CaM, and $CaM_{00}^{11}$ and $CaM_{11}^{00}$ are CaM species with fully bound *N*- and *C*-terminals, respectively. $CaM_{00}^{01}$ and $CaM_{01}^{00}$ are CaM species with one Ca^2+^ion bound to *N*- and *C*-terminals, respectively. Comparison of numerical solutions of this system with the available experimental data \[[@B9],[@B15],[@B33]\] allows us to propose that CaM molecules can be represented as a pair of two independent *N*- and *C*-terminal globular domains, each containing two symmetrical and cooperatively bound EF-hand Ca^2+^binding sites.

The equations (28) are specific to Ca^2+^-CaM interactions and incorporate the pairwise cooperative interactions between the EF-hand binding sites within the *N*- and *C*-terminals, whereas the *N*- and *C*-terminal domains are considered to be independent of each other. Note that the equations developed here for the Ca^2+^-CaM complexes are essentially different from the Michelis-Menten, Hill and Adair models, and also differ from models with independent binding sites (5) or with limited amounts of cooperativity (11) and (12).

The equations for the Ca^2+^-CaM complexes (28) have been further applied to calculate binding with the target peptides and proteins:

$$Ca^{2 +}\text{-}CaM\text{-}target = T0 \cdot \frac{\sum{CaM_{m,l}^{i,j}(u)}}{K_{d} + {\sum{CaM_{m,l}^{i,j}(u)}}}$$

where *T*0 is the total concentration of a target protein or a peptide, *K*~*d*~is the equilibrium dissociation constant between CaM and a target protein, and $\sum{CaM_{m,l}^{i,j}(u)}$ is a single Ca^2+^complex or the sum of several CaM complexes.

The combinations of Ca^2+^-CaM complexes have been varied simultaneously with the dissociation constants to fit the experimental data. This analysis allows us to predict the Ca^2+^-CaM complexes required for activation of specific protein targets. The fitting of dissociation constants of Ca^2+^binding sites on CaM molecules to the experimental dose-response curves reveals the impact of the target protein on the Ca^2+^-CaM interactions. The dissociation constants calculated based on the cooperative **Model 3,**which also takes into account the impact of target proteins, are compared with the dissociation constants calculated using the Hill and modified Adair equation in the original experimental publications for the same data in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.
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